
K-4 Writing Committee Recommendation

March 1, 2016 

It is the recommendation of the current District 90 K-4 Writing Committee that we adopt 

the Lucy Calkins Units of Study in Writing published by Heinemann Publishing. The 

recommendation for this adoption follows the August 17, 2015 recommendation for a trial use of 

these materials during the 2015-2016 school year (please see attached document from August 17, 

2015). 

The trial use of these materials during this school year provided teachers with an 

opportunity to use the materials in an increasingly more frequent manner. It allowed our teachers 

opportunity to become familiar with the tools and resources. Most importantly the teachers were 

guided by both job embedded and workshop models of professional development and !earning 

throughout the 2015-2016 school year. 

The materials will be made available to interested parents for their review. The Lucy 

Calkins Units of Study materials have been vetted and agreed upon as high quality, aligned and 

cohesive resources that integrate practices and resources needed. They address the goals of the 

Common Core State Standards, which indicate that students need to learn to write argument, 

infomrntional and narrative pieces. The Units of Study provide teachers with assessments, 

exemplars of high quality work and models for instruction in a workshop setting. Upon this final 

step in the process, we would propose that these material be adopted for K-4 use beginning in the 

2016-2017 school year. 















How is the new series different from the original series? 

+ Aligned with the ((SS: The biggest difference belween this series and the original series is
that the new seiies takes up the challenges of the CCSS for ·writing. At each grade level,
at least one uniL of study is devoted to each of the three types of writing mandated by the
Common Core---{)pinionlaTgument 1vriting, infonnation w1iting, and narratit'e u�iting.
These units also address Lhe new CCSS emphasis on close reading, on text-based ques
tioning, and on reading to learn writing moves.

+ Grade specific: Anothei· significant difference belween this series and the 01iginal series is
Lhat the w1its of study are now grade specific and therefore more developmenlally focused.

+ Reflects current research and experience: Over the past decade, the research done by
TCRWP, as well as the work of Danielson, Marzano, Webb, \.Viggins. and Haltie, has coa
lesced into new understandings of effective practice. These units of study reflect and model
these new insights, especially the benefits of tightly inlegrating instruction with detailed
learning progressions, crystal-clear goals, and responsive assessment-based feedback

How do the curriculum calendars by the TCRWP relate to the new Units of Study series? 

Like the cuniculLUn calendars provided by the Teachers College Reading and \,\Triling 
Project, the new Units of Study series provides grade-specific yearlong curricular plans for 
writing workshops that are aligned to the Common Core State Standards. Unlike the 
cuuicular plans that offer a concise overview of the units with their related teaching 
points, this new seiies provides all the teaching moves and language needed to leach each 
unit, including all of the professional support, teaching tools, and assessments needed to 
implement a rigorous and responsive ,viiting workshop. 

Do you need further professional development to implement this series? 

No. In addition to offering cunicular support, the Units of Study series also includes embed
ded professional development. Through its regular coaching tips and detailed descriptions of 
carefully crafted teaching moves and language, essential aspects of the teaching are under
scored and explained at every turn in every session. The goal of these units is lo help you 
watch thoughLfuL reflective teaching in ways that enable you to extrapolate guidelines and 
methods, so Lhat on another day you'll feel ready to .invent your OVl'l1 teaching. The professional 
development embedded in this seties can be enhanced, of course, when you share the expe
rience with other concerned professionals, whether they are your own professional learning 

community or other professional development prmidcrs such as the Teachers College Reading 
and \V1iting Project at Columbia University (tc.readingandwritingprojecf.coni). 

How does the Units of Study series support teacher professional development? 

Select components and features were designed to support teacher professional development. 

+ The Guide to the Common Core Writin.g Worhsliop provides the professional
w1derstandings needed to launch and implement an effective wriling workshop. ln
addition to describing proven management tips and strategies, this guide also pro\ides
a thumbnail history to "-'liting process instruction.

+ The teaching moves and language desuibed in each session model best practices
that have been carefully crafted and honed over time.

• The coaching commentary that rw1s down the right side of the pages desuibes why 
Lucy and her colleagues did whal Lhey did or what else they could have done in order
to help teachers extrnpola.te guidelines and methods so on another day teachers feel
ready to invent their own teaching.

+ The units of study are organized around a gradual release of responsibility
framework for teachers. First, the unit books e;,,.'Plicitly model the entire teaching
process . Then, ·the alternate units provide concise scaffolds that support guided
practice. And finally, a special chapter on how to design your ov,rn homegrown units
encourages collaborative and independent practice.

How does the teaching language support instruction, since it is not a script? 

T11e books are written in a way that gives you the chance to listen in on and observe the unit 
being taught with students just the age of your students . It is almost as if you are invited into 
a classroom to watch and listen as Lucy and the co8uthors work \\ith youngsters. You can 
listen as they convene the class of children into the meeting area for a ten-minute minilesson, 
channeling them to sit beside partners and calling for their attention, 8nd you'll hear how 
they talk about and demonstrate the strategies and skills of effective writing. Of course, you'll 
also overhear the jokes and stories they use to draw them in and the directions they give to 
send them off to do their work T11en, too, you'll hear the ways they confer and lead srn8ll 
groups to support the work they do during that day's workshop. You'll also see how the share 
sessions go, and get e.s:amples of the kind of work students may do at that point in the unit. 

30 UNITS OF STUDY IN OPINION, INFORMATION,AND NARRATIVE WRITING • Answers to Frequently Asked Questions 









Presented-to the Committee of the Whole, March 1, 2016 

Kathleen Fleming, Laurie Hendrickson, Pam Moriarty 
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